College of Arts and Sciences Research Discussion Series
Interdisciplinary Social Science and Wicked Problems
Data Colloquium: Short Presentations and Discussion
3:00-5:00pm  Friday April 12, 2019
132 Ellison Hall

Carol Silva, CRCM/NIRR/Political Science
Introduction: Interdisciplinary Social Science and Wicked Problems

Hank Jenkins-Smith, NIRR/Political Science
Title: Stability and Volatility in Individual Beliefs about Climate Change

Kuhika Gupta, OU/SNL Center for Energy Security & Society
Title: Risk Communication and Siting Hazardous Facilities: Understanding Local Support and Why it Matters

Sam Workman, NIRR/Political Science
Title: Attention and Regulatory Change in the U.S. Federal Bureaucracy

Joe Ripberger, NIRR/Political Science
Title: Tornado Warning Reception, Comprehension, and Response Across County Warning Areas in the US

Light Refreshments will be served
For questions please contact Cassie Zaccarelli at cassiezacc@ou.edu.
For accommodations, call (405) 325-4645